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Chain spaces for a Cohen-Macaulay complex split into subspaces corresponding 
to cycles for truncations of the complex precisely when the cycles are non- 
degenerate in the natural bilinear form. Application to the Tits building provides a 
simple geometric approach to the well known splitting of Indg(1) for a Lie-type 
group G in natural characteristic. An application to a “sporadic geometry” is also 
indicated. 0 1990 Academrc Press. Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
Much of the modular representation theory for a finite Lie-type group G 
in its natural characteristic can be developed from the viewpoint of the 
geometry of its Tits building A. A natural candidate for such a geometric 
approach is the well known decomposition of the permutation module 
Indg(l) in the natural characteristic for a Bore1 subgroup B, 
Indg(l)= @ Z, 
Jet 
into components ZJ in correspondence with the types of simplices in the 
building, indexed by subsets of the set I of vertex types (equivalently, by 
the parabolic subgroups GJ containing B). The components Z, have been 
realized as certain highest-dimensional cycle (hence homology) groups, 
ZJ = Z,,, -- I (A sJ) 
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determined by the various “truncations” d cJ of the building d. Proofs of 
these results in the literature have typically involved fairly detailed struc- 
ture and representation theory of the Lie-type groups. The purpose of this 
note is to give instead an elementary combinatorial approach to such 
decompositions. 
In Section 1, we observe that a decomposition indexed by subsets of I is 
combinatorially equivalent to the well known Cohen-Macaulay property, 
while the possibility of choosing the cycle spaces Z, as the components is 
equivalent to their non-degeneracy in a natural bilinear form. We then 
apply this elementary criterion in Section 2 to establish the decomposition 
for a Lie-type group, as a first step toward recovering other standard 
features of the representation theory. A further motivation for this simple- 
minded approach is the effort to develop a general modular representation 
theory for other simple groups, based on the geometries on which many of 
them act; analogies of these geometries with buildings have been intensively 
studied in recent years. In some of these cases, analogues of the above 
decomposition have been observed, in an ad hoc fashion; in Section 3 we 
adapt the methods to give an analogous explanation of the phenomenon in 
a particular sporadic example. 
The analysis in this note developed out of conversations with G. I. 
Lehrer during a visit to the University of Sydney during summer 1987. It 
is a pleasure to thank the University for its support. L. Solomon also 
provided valuable further references from the literature. 
1. ORTHOGONALITY IN THE CHAIN COMPLEX 
In this section, a simple criterion for decomposition of chain spaces of 
a simplicial complex is obtained from elementary homological algebra; 
specialized techniques for a group action will surface only at the end. To 
keep the notation simple and suggestive, we will make use of a number of 
non-standard abbreviations and identifications. 
Standard Homology 
We review rapidly some aspects of the homology of a finite simplicial 
complex A; details can of course be found in standard references uch as 
Spanier [Sp]. We take coefficients in a field k, so the usual abelian groups 
become linear k-spaces. We have in mind the case char(k) dividing ICI, 
since all module extensions split in the case of a semisimple group algebra. 
Let A, denote the set of simplices in A of dimension r; we consider in fact 
the reduced complex by formally defining A-, to consist of a single 
“empty” simplex with no vertices, but considered to be a face of every 
vertex in A,,. For r > - 1 the rth chain space C, is delined as the formal 
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direct sum k A, = Oned, ka. We mention in advance that we will not add 
the usual superscript tilde for these reduced chain and homology spaces. 
An orientation is defined by fixing some ordering of the vertices A,,, which 
then induces an ordering of the vertices of any simplex 0. For r a maximal 
face of e (which we denote by z < cr in contrast to r E (T for an arbitrary 
face), this in turn defines a sign [a: r] as (- 1 )‘, when t is obtained from 
G by deleting its ith vertex. Then the boundary map 3,: C, + C,- I is given 
by linearly extending 
d,(a) gf c [a: T] 7. 
Composition of two successive boundary maps gives 0, leading to the 
usual definition of associated spaces of cycles 2, = ker(a,), boundaries 
B,=im(d,+,)GZ,, and homology H, = Z,/B,. The natural duality 
between chains C, and cochain spaces c’ = Hom,JC,, k) is just the linear 
extension of the relation that exhibits the corresponding characteristic 
functions f, as the basis dual to the simplices 6: 
The coboundary map d’: c’ -+ C’+ l is the linear extension of 
d’(f,) 2’ 1 [a: t] f. 
and analogously determines cocycles z’, coboundaries B’, and cohomology 
H’= Z’/B’. The coboundary is just the adjoint of the boundary in the 
duality 
(ar(~),f,)= (0, d'-'(f,)) 
since these expressions take the non-zero value of [a: r] just when z < e. 
It is now natural for our purposes’ to identify C’ with C, by linearly 
extending the natural correspondence f, H (r. Then the duality above 
defines a non-degenerate bilinear form on C,. (In the case of a group 
action, this simply reflects the self-duality of the permutation representation 
on simplices.) In particular, B’ is embedded as a subspace of C,, and in 
view of the adjoint relation above has the property: 
LEMMA 1.1. Z,l = B’. 
This gives an elementary orthogonal variant of the usual definition of 
cycles. 
’ I understand this idea goes back to works of Eckmann and of Whitney. 
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Complexes with Type 
We now specialize to the case where A is a complex with type: a context 
which is natural (cf. the influential work Tits [Ti81]) for treating 
geometries with a group action transitive on maximal faces. The various 
vertex “types” might distinguish points, lines, etc., in a specific geometry. 
So we will now be assuming that the vertex set A, is partitioned into 
sets AIii for i in an index set I of size )Zl = dim A + 1, with the further 
properties: 
HYPOTHESIS 1.2. Each simplex contains at most one vertex of each 
type. 
HYPOTHESIS 1.3. Each simplex is contained in some simplex of full 
type I. 
These hypotheses have the effect of decomposing homological algebra 
into terms indexed by the subsets of r: For the subsets J of vertex types 
that occur in simplices of dimension I define an obvious partition A, = 
U,J/=r+l A,. Then setting C, = k A, leads to a corresponding decomposi- 
tion of chain spaces: C, = @ ,J, = ?+ i C,. And (identifying cochains C’ with 
chains C, as before) we get in particular a decomposition of the coboun- 
dary maps, as follows: For K a maximal subset of J (which we again 
denote by K < J), define dKJ: C, + C, as the projection into C, of the 
restriction to C, of d’- ‘. More generally, for K an arbitrary subset of J we 
may define an analogous map d KJ by composing maps for a sequence of 
subsets, each maximal in the next, from K to J. In fact the choice of the 
sequence can only affect the sign of the map. Since we are concerned with 
dimensions and orthogonality, we can adopt the convention that dKJ is 
determined only up to sign; then we have the natural composition relation 
d LKodKJ=dLJ when LzKzJ. 
These notational considerations lead to interrelations among the sum- 
mands, based on the notion of identifying a simplex of type K with the set 
of all simplices of type J containing it. More precisely, we see from 
Hypothesis 1.3 that the image of dKJ on the simplex is non-zero, and 
from Hypothesis 1.2 that the images of distinct simplices are linearly 
independent. Thus d KJ is injective, so we can (and do) identify C, with its 
image in C,. (The further condition for isometry of the orthogonal 
structures appears later as Lemma 1.11.) 
It is natural to introduce now the notion called truncation (also type- 
selected subcomplex) in the literature. For a subset J 5 Z, the truncation 
A EJ is simply the subcomplex UKc J A,. Evidently this is itself a complex 
with type set J; we can apply the analysis so far to AGJ, making natural 
identifications of summands denoted again by C,. We focus attention on 
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the top dimension, with chain space given by C, = C,,, ~ r(d cJ); and we use 
Z, and BJ to denote its subspaces of cycles and coboundaries. Since the 
relevant coboundary map is given by CK< J dKJ, our identifications allow 
us to rewrite Lemma 1.1 for A c J as: 
LEMMA 1.4. Z: = BJ = CKcJ C, = CKc J C, in the orthogonal space C,. 
In the case of a group action, the chain spaces C, will be permutation 
modules, and this formula expresses the cycles as the space orthogonal to 
proper permutation submodules. 
Decompositions and Cohen-Macaulay Complexes 
We begin by observing that a decomposition of C, into any complements 
X, to BJ in C, is in fact equivalent to the Cohen-Macaulay property for 
the complex. Since the CM property is well known for buildings, and has 
been checked for many sporadic geometries, there will still be a large class 
of candidates for application of the further criterion for choosing the cycle 
spaces 2, as the complements. 
The usual topological condition for A to be Cohen-Macaulay ouer k is 
that for each simplex cr, the reduced homology spaces over k of the link 
/k(a) vanish away from the highest dimension. Stanley [Sta75] and 
Reisner [Rei] developed an equivalent notion in terms of a basis for the 
associated face ring of the complex. (Seemingly Garst [Garst] was the first 
to study the condition in the context of group representation theory.) 
There are many further equivalent formulations in the literature; it will be 
useful for our purposes to translate [Ga, Theorem 3.11 into the present 
context: 
THEOREM 1.5 (Garsia). A is Cohen-Macaulay if and only ij” 
C, = @ X, with each X, a complement o BJ in C,. 
J&l 
In that case, the choice of complement X, is arbitrary. 
Here is a partial dictionary to aid the reader who wishes to adapt the 
proof: Our maps dKJ, which are injective, correspond in the poset ring of 
[Gal to multiplication by the elements 9, for Jo J\K, which are not zero- 
divisors. Directness of our sum corresponds to non-singularity of the face- 
containment matrix in the poset ring. Of course, we use a space X,, which 
is just the linear span of the basis elements of type J in the poset ring. Since 
the proof in fact uses only linear algebra, we see that Garsia’s choice of 
basis elements to be individual chains of type J (which would be individual 
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simplices in our context) is not crucial; we can choose basis elements to be 
arbitrary linear combinations from the space C,. 
Note it is the directness of the sum which is crucial; the definition of BJ 
as CK< J C, guarantees that C, will always be the vector-space sum of 
arbitrarily chosen complements X,. This leads to a brief digression: 
Although various combinatorial treatments use such an analysis to estab- 
lish the result of Munkres (unpublished), that the CM property for A implies 
CM for all the truncations AGJ, explicit converses (though well known to 
the experts) have rarely been stated; I am grateful to Anders Bjorner for 
directing my attention to [BG, Cor. 5.21. In our context, this states that 
assuming for each A c J that reduced homology vanishes away from top 
dimension (or just that the reduced Euler characteristic agrees with 
dim H,) guarantees that A is CM. 
Now an arbitrary complement X, (especially one with a basis of 
individual simplices) is unlikely to be preserved under the action of a group 
G of automorphisms of A, and so is unsuitable in the context of representa- 
tion theory. Since the cycle space Z, will always be G-stable, it is the 
obvious candidate for a complement in a decomposition of kG-modules. 
That this is a further restriction is already clear from the O-dimensional 
case, where A is a single G-orbit of vertices; it is vacuously CM, but fails 
to decompose when char(k) divides the number of vertices in A. However, 
the criterion we need is immediate from Lemma 1.4 and Theorem 1.5: 
COROLLARY 1.6. C,= oJ,, Z, $f’ A is CM and each Z, is non- 
degenerate in C,. 
Because of the form of Corollary 1.6, it is tempting to think that the 
summands Z, are pairwise orthogonal in C,; but this is not in general the 
case. 
From the viewpoint of group representations, Theorem 1.5 says that 
Cohen-Macaulay is equivalent to the desired decomposition for the 
character of C,-that is, a decomposition in the Grothendieck group. (This 
is well known in the combinatorial literature, e.g., [Sta82, 1.21.) The 
further Corollary 1.6 is required for a decomposition in the actual module 
category. 
Techniques for p-local Group Geometries 
Next we develop a general group-action context reflecting the preceding 
geometric hypotheses. Henceforth we will let G denote a finite group of 
simplicial, type-preserving automorphisms of A, with the “flag-transitive” 
property: 
HYPOTHESIS 1.7. G acts transitively on simplices of full type I. 
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Since we are already assuming Hypotheses 1.2 and 1.3, this immediately 
gives transitivity on simplices of arbitrary type JG I.’ Thus each C, affords 
a transitive permutation module for G; the self-duality of these modules 
simply expresses the fact that the G-action is orthogonal for the inner 
product. By Hypothesis 1.2 the subgroup stabilizing a simplex must in fact 
fix each of its vertices; so the action is “admissible” and G preserves the 
subspaces of cycles and boundaries. 
Under this hypothesis, it is often convenient to consider the geometric 
structure in the equivalent form of a cosef geometry, determined by sub- 
groups stabilizing simplices; we give a brief treatment, but fuller details can 
be found in many modern treatments uch as [Till]. For this purpose, we 
let the type set I also denote a fixed face of A of full type Z, so that subsets 
Js I denote its faces of various types. We then let G, denote the stabilizer 
of the simplex J;3 other simplices of that type correspond to other cosets 
gG, in G/G,.4 Incidence of simplices of types J and K in the geometry is 
now reflected by non-empty intersection of cosets of G, and G,. Note since 
these are right cosets that G-action is on the left, and orbits of subgroups 
X of G will determine double cosets in X\G/G,. Our geometric hypotheses 
also give us relations among subgroups: for J, KC I we have 
G,nG,=G,u, and <G,, GK) = GJn K. 
Following the convention for buildings, we abbreviate G, by B; we refer to 
the G-translates of Z as chambers, and their maximal faces (of various types 
J< I) as panels; and call the various stabilizers G, parabolic subgroups. 
We pursue our observation that the chain space C, realizes the transitive 
permutation module Indz,( 1). In particular, the spaces Z, to be 
investigated are inside C, = Indg( 1). Now it is a standard consequence of 
the self-duality of this module, using Frobenius reciprocity, that any non- 
zero submodule must contain a non-zero B-fixed subspace. So we can 
reduce 1.6 to examining B-invariants: 
LEMMA 1.8. 2, is non-degenerate iff BZ, n Rad(Z,) = 0. 
Of course in the permutation module C,, fixed points under B are 
spanned by B-orbits on simplices of type J, represented by sums over 
double cosets in B\G/G,; so in fact we are reduced to considering just 
those combinations of double cosets which satisfy the cycle Lemma 1.4. 
2 Various treatments in the literature, for example [RoSt], consider purely group-theoretic 
hypotheses which imply Hypotheses 1.2 and 1.3. 
3 Our choice of notation so that a simplex of type J has stabilizer G, is opposite to that in 
many treatments in the literature, in which the stabilizer would be called Gj for j= I\J. 
4 In some treatments, the simplicial structure is clarified by replacing a coset gG, with the 
collection of cosets for the vertex stabilizers it determines, namely { gG,: jo J}. 
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In this view of the chain spaces, we see also that the earlier injection dKJ 
for Kc .Z simply identifies a coset gG, with the collection gGK/G, of 
G,-cosets that it contains. Letting this collection also denote the vector in 
C, given by the sum of those cosets, we can rewrite inner products in terms 
of intersections; indeed, given a coset hG, for L E J we have 
(gGK/G,> hG,IG,) = IkG,nhGdlG,l. 
This in turn focuses attention on the indices of the various parabolics in 
each other and in particular provides motivation for a further hypothesis 
which arises in buildings and many sporadic examples related to “p-local 
geometries” (see, for example, [RoSm80; RoSt; As; Ka; Sm88IJ): 
HYPOTHESIS 1.9. B? NJ U) for U a Sylow p-subgroup of G, where 
p = char(k). 
This has several useful consequences. For example, by Sylow’s theorem, 
we see that each parabolic G, is self-normalizing in G; this means that the 
representation of the geometry using cosets is equivalent to the representa- 
tion using conjugates of the parabolics. A further consequence of Sylow’s 
theorem is the relation for any K 2 J E Z that: 
/G,: G,I 5 1 (mod PI. (1.10) 
This will be useful in its own right; but also in view of the formula above 
relating inner products and intersections, it implies: 
LEMMA 1.11. Each dKJ is an isometry of the orthogonal structures. 
This makes it convenient to translate work in the truncations involving 
cosets gG, into terms involving the corresponding collection of gG,/B of 
chambers in the overlying space C,. 
We remark in passing that (1.10) also implies the splitting of naturally- 
nested permutation modules: For K E J, we get, using Lemma 1.11, the 
orthogonal sum C, = C, @ Ci. In the single permutation-module case 
Z= {i} this immediately gives the desired decomposition C, = 2, @ Zi; but 
not for larger index sets Z, primarily because of the failure of the Z, to be 
pairwise orthogonal. 
Projections and Weights 
In order to reduce checking of non-degeneracy to an even smaller sub- 
space than the B-invariants in Lemma 1.8, we introduce a generalization 
(beyond the Lie-type context) of the notion of weights operators developed 
by Curtis in [Cu65, 1.33. 
We fix a maximal subset J< Z, and the corresponding “minimal 
parabolic” GJ. It is convenient to work first in the integral group algebra 
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ZG. If we let G, also denote the sum of its elements, a standard calculation 
gives G:= lGJl G,. We then let the sum act by left multiplication on the 
permutation module Z[G/B], observing that the image of the action lies in 
the invariant sublattice “Z[G/B], which in turn lies in the sublattice 
BZ[G/B], with basis given by the double cosets B\G/B. Consequently we 
may regard the sum G, as a Z-linear operator on Z[B\G/B]. (It mimics 
the usual projection onto G,-invariants, but in the absence of an actual 
permutation action on double cosets.) Next choose any set P, of coset 
representatives of G,/B. Evidently elements of B operate trivially on 
Z[B\G/B], so that as operators the set-sums atisfy G,= IBI P,; the earlier 
calculation becomes IBj 2 P: = / BJ 1 P,I I BI P,. Now since the sum-operator 
P, itself has integer matrix in the natural basis, we may cancel the common 
factor of IB[’ to obtain P: = IG,: BJ P,. Finally, we tensor with k and 
in view of (1.10) see that P, defines an idempotent operator on 
Z[B\G/B] Q k = BC,. Consequently it is a projection’ onto its image, with 
complementary subspace defined by its kernel. 
Some preliminary remarks on the definition may be in order. Evidently 
the operator P, is independent of the original choice of coset repre- 
sentatives for G,IB. In fact the image of P, on a double coset BgB is an 
integral multiple of the sum of the double cosets in B\G,gB/B, where the 
multiple can be computed from the orbit of G, on the B-cosets in BgB. Our 
projection P, is necessarily diagonalizable with eigenvalues of 1 and 0; 
since it differs from the operator in Curtis just by the addition of the 
identity, we see in an elementary way why the eigenvalues 0 and - 1 arise 
there. Finally, we emphasize that the eigenvalue behavior of a single 
operator P, is determined entirely “locally” by the subgroup G,. (We get 
such a projection from any subgroup above B.) To describe global 
behavior, we let 9 denote the algebra of operators on ‘C, generated by 
these P, as J varies over all maximal subsets of I. 
It may also be helpful, before proceeding, to elaborate on the relation of 
these operators to the commuting algebra # over k of the permutation 
representation Indz( 1) = C,, especially for the reader familiar with the 
literature on the modular Hecke algebra. It is a standard fact that # has 
basis given by operators uBXB: BH BxB/B, on for each double coset BxB. 
For representations in characteristic 0, this operator can be expressed as 
right multiplication by the double coset sum, normalized by l/lBl. But over 
k we have p dividing IBl, so this normalization is not available. It is still 
possible to reproduce the action of aBxB as right multiplication by a sum 
of suitably-chosen group elements,6 as is observed in Sawada [Sa, 1.43 
5 Not an orthogonal projection, since the subspace ‘C, is degenerate in the form. 
‘In fact, Kuhn [Ku] and Howlett-Lehrer [HL87] shows these elements can in the 
Lie-type context be chosen to form a subalgebra; but we have not considered this in our more 
general context. 
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(but note that our convention of left and right is opposite to his). Now in 
the “natural” action on the right, the 1-eigenspace for the analogue of P, 
would just be the chain space C,. Instead we are in effect using the left 
action of 2 on the subspace BC, defined by aBIB: BgBH (BxB) gB (this 
appears in Green [Gr, 1.33, again with opposite left/right convention). In 
this language, our projection operator P, is simply the above mentioned 
integral multiple of the sum of the left operators asrB for the double cosets 
in B\G,/B. It follows that our algebra 9 is a subalgebra of the left action 
of 2 on BC,. (Outside the Lie-type context, the behavior of 9 may differ 
from standard properties of the modular Hecke algebra; see the remarks at 
the end of Section 3.) 
We return to considering the global behavior of the algebra 9 of 
operators generated by the various P,. Imitating the terminology of Curtis 
[Cu65], we call a common eigenvector for the P, a weight vector. A 
fundamental feature of the natural-characteristic representation theory of 
the Lie-type groups is that any module contains a weight vector; in par- 
ticular, any quotient module of Indg( 1) contains a B-fixed weight vector. 
But weight vectors (called “panel-irreducible presheaves” in [RoSm86; 
RoSm89]) also arise in modules for some sporadic geometries; this 
phenomenon is far from well understood. We describe an obvious but often 
practical hypothesis guaranteeing the existence of weight vectors. Evidently 
the individual projections P, are diagonalizable; but since they need not 
commute, we cannot expect them to be simultaneously diagonalizable. 
However, it is sufficient for existence of weight vectors to know 
diagonalizability on some P-composition series; this is equivalent to 
solvability of the action of 9, or its containment in some Bore1 subalgebra 
of the Lie algebra gY(BC,), or nilpotent action of the commutator 
[P, P], or various other conditions. The form we will use is: 
PROPOSITION 1.12. Suppose 9 acts diagonalizably on the successive 
quotients of a filtration: 
Then any quotient kG-module M of C, contains a weight vector. 
ProojI Suppose the kG-module quotient is given as M = C,IN. Since 
the vector-sum B is a generator for the kc-module C,, we see BC, e N. We 
can choose s maximal with FF g N. By hypothesis 9 is diagonalizable 
on FJF,,,. Now F,,,- c N, and PP is defined from the G-action and so 
preserves N; so .P must also be diagonalizable on the non-zero quotient 
(F, + N)/Ns BM. m 
Evidently for our purposes it also suffices to check the condition in each 
subspace BZ, rather than in the entire space BC,; and sometimes it is 
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convenient to do so. Indeed if the desired decomposition holds, the two 
verifications are equivalent. 
The form of Proposition 1.12 suggests an intuitive justification for our 
terminology: we measure the increasing “weight” of vectors in successive 
terms of the filtration by means of the increasing proportion of the 
nilpotent subalgebra [g, Y] which annihilates them. 
We have now reduced to: 
PROPOSITION 1.13. Assume Proposition 1.12. Then for non-degeneracy of
2, it suffices to show that weight vectors of BZ, do not lie in Z ,‘. 
2. BUILDINGS AND LIE-TYPE GROUPS 
In this section, we assume G is a finite Lie-type group defined over a 
finite field k of characteristic p, so that k is the natural splitting field for the 
modular representations for G in its natural characteristic.’ We will verify 
the condition of Lemma 1.8 for the Tits building d of G; this provides an 
apparently new proof of the decomposition of the modular permutation 
representation Indg( 1) induced from a Bore1 subgroup B. We also indicate 
briefly a proof via Proposition 1.13, since this latter method seems to be 
more easily extended beyond the case of buildings. 
First we indicate something of the history of this decomposition. It was 
established (in fact, a more general decomposition for IndG,( 1) where U is 
the nilpotent radical of B) by Richen [Ri] (see also Curtis [Cu70] and 
Solomon [SoSS]), using the theory of irreducible modules and weights for 
a finite group with a BN-pair. It was also obtained by Sawada [Sal and 
by Green [Gr] (and later Tinberg [Tn80]), via analysis of the modular 
Hecke algebra End,,(Indg(l)). Analysis via Z-homology appears in the 
work of L. Solomon and J. Tits [So691 for the case of A itself, and for the 
truncations A hJ with coefficients in k in the work of various authors, 
notably D. Surowski [Su] and P. Norton [No]. The homological decom- 
position appears explicitly in the work of and M.-T. Schmidt [Schm], 
using prior work of Lehrer [Leh]. Typically these proofs involve computa- 
tions in the Hecke algebra, and detailed character and degree calculations 
based on the Bruhat decomposition of G. There are related treatments of 
the truncations from the viewpoint of combinatorics by Bjbrner [Bj] and 
of geometry (in terms of “duality”) by Ronan [Ro]. This list is a selection 
of relevant works from a larger literature. 
’ The reader unfamiliar with buildings can think of the case where G is a linear group over 
k, and A is the corresponding projective space. 
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Distance in the Building 
We will consider the building from the viewpoint of a single chamber, as 
a collection of spheres determined by the Weyl group W. These in turn 
define a natural notion of distance, in terms of which the B-invariant cycles 
of Lemma 1.8 are easily described. More intuitive geometric statements 
involving distance can be formalized in terms of the natural double coset 
decomposition B WB. 
We need to start with a brief description of the geometry of W: The Lie 
type of G is determined by an associated finite Weyl group W, presented 
by a set of generators i (indexed by i in a type set I), subject to standard 
relations arising from a root system. Each element w E: W then has a length 
I(w) determined by the length of any representation as a reduced word in 
the generators. For each JE I we define the parabolic subgroup W,= 
(si: i $ .I). (Again we mention that our convention is opposite to that 
frequently appearing in the literature.) Thus, for example, W,= 1 and 
W, = W. The coset geometry defined by these parabolic subgroups is its 
Coxeter complex, topologically a triangulation of a sphere; and in fact this 
geometry and its group W satisfy our earlier Hypotheses 1.2, 1.3, and 1.7. 
These spheres appear as subgeometries called apartments (and in particular 
define cycles) in the building for the Lie-type group G. 
The parabolic subgroups of W are used in turn to define the parabolic 
subgroups of G: We first write B as the semidirect product UH with U a 
Sylow p-subgroup of G, and H a Cartan subgroup. Then G has a double- 
coset decomposition G = BNB indexed by a subgroup N with H 4 N and 
N/H N W, we adopt the convention of writing G = BWB. Now for any 
JC I, we obtain a parabolic subgroup G, = B W,B; so for example G, = B 
and G, = G. The resulting coset geometry is the building A; and we get 
Hypotheses 1.2, 1.3, and 1.7 just as for W, but now get Hypothesis 1.9 as 
well. 
The natural geometric adjacency defined by two chambers sharing a 
panel extends to a notion of paths and distance between chambers. This is 
succinctly formalized in the double-coset decomposition B WB, which 
arranges chambres gB E G/B in order of increasing distance from an initial 
chamber given by the identity coset B: the distance d(gB) is simply the 
length I(w) of the representative w E W of the unique double coset BwB 
containing gB. Using distance we can state the standard property of 
buildings [Ti74, 3.191 which is fundamental for our analysis: 
THEOREM 2.1 (Tits). Any simplex is a face of a unique chamber nearest 
to B. 
We will typically consider the case where the simplex is a panel, and the 
assertion is that the panel crosses the boundary between two adjacent 
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double cosets in such a way that just one of its chambers is at the shorter 
distance, and all the rest are at the longer. We will exploit the fact that the 
latter number is zero in k, in view of (1.10); this is directly relevant to 
computation of cycles, when inner products are expressed in terms of 
intersections. 
With these remarks, we can now give the geometric intuition underlying 
the decomposition proof: The invariant cycles ‘2, will be determined by 
certain double cosets BwG, with a suitable notion of maximal distance. 
Non-degeneracy will be established by finding for each such double coset 
an apartment (hence a cycle) of type J which is a “tangent sphere,” in the 
sense that only the unique coset of maximal distance in the sphere meets 
the double coset. This unique intersection defines an inner product of 1, 
showing that the double coset cannot be in the radical of ZJ, as required 
in Lemma 1.8. 
Filling in the details will be straightforward, but first we will need some 
further notation for the truncations A,,. Our treatment will largely follow 
that of Bjijrner [Bj]; for the remainder of this subsection, we simply quote 
from Sections 2 and 5 of that work the portions relevant for our purpose, 
translating statements into our present convention for parabolic subgroups 
W,. For clarity we will periodically interpret various statements for general 
J in the full-building case J = I. 
To consider B-fixed cycles BZ,, involving B-orbits on simplices of type 
J, we will require more general double-coset decompositions, also indexed 
by W, 
B\GIG, = 1\ VW,, (2.2) 
which reduces us to analysis of coset spaces in W. In each coset of W/W, 
we select the unique shortest element; we obtain a collection WJ of “dis- 
tinguished” coset representatives. This collection can then be refined by a 
partition, 
into sets of elements haring K as their combinatorial “descent set”: 
gKEf {WE WJ:f(wsj)<f(w)iffi~K). 
For example, in case J= 0 we have W, = W and there is just one coset, 
with rebresentative given by 1, which also gives the unique member a0 of 
the partition. At the other extreme, for J= Z we have W, = 1, so the repre- 
sentatives are just the elements of W, and C3’ gives the unique element of 
W of maximal length, customarily denoted wO. The double cosets indexed 
by gJ will provide the appropriate notion of maximal distance in the 
corresponding truncation A i J in the building. 
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We turn to such a truncation. Evidently the maximal faces of the trunca- 
tion are just simplices in A,, which we consider as cosets in G/G,. To 
obtain a convenient form for the cosets, we first apply (2.2) to rewrite 
G = BWG, as B WJGJ; refinement according to the descent-set partition 
yields the disjoint union: 
G/G,= IJ (BLSKGJ)/GJ. 
KrJ 
It is natural to define the distance d(gG,) of a coset from the identity coset 
G, as the length l(w) of the distinguished representative w E gK c WJ for 
the unique double coset BwG, containing gG,. 
Clearly the distance which occur for cosets G/G, in the truncation are a 
subset of the usual distances for chambers G/B, corresponding to the subset 
WJs W. To examine the relationship with chambers in further detail, 
recall that the injection dJ’ maps a coset gGJ to the collection gG,/B of 
cosets of B it contains, in effect identifying the coset as a simplex of AsJ 
with the set of all chambers of A, containing it. In view of Theorem 2.1, 
exactly one of these chambers, say hB, is nearest to B; that distance in 
terms of chambers is the length l(w) we have used to define the distance of 
gG, in the truncation. 
B-Invariant Cycles and Apartments 
The Cohen-Macaulay property for buildings is a standard consequence 
of the result of Solomon-Tits [So69]; so we proceed to the analysis of 
cycles required by Corollary 1.6. The simple geometric fact, based on 
Theorem 2.1 and ( l.lO), that the double coset Bw, B at maximal distance 
defines a mod-p cycle, was noted by Mark Ronan and the author early in 
their collaboration-and is perhaps familiar to others; however, the present 
decomposition proof is the first application known to us. 
For the proof, we will need an analogous description for cycles in trun- 
cations. We mention first that the work of Solomon-Tits [So691 for the 
case of the full building, and of Bjorner [Bj] (compare also Surowski 
[Su]) for the truncations, constructs a basis for the Z-cycles which could 
be reduced modulo p to afford our space Z,. This will not actually be 
required, since we can construct directly the B-invariant cycles; but we 
remark that our construction below in fact agrees with the result of summ- 
ing over B-orbits on the above Z-cycles in the literature. (Consideration of 
orbits on cycles will also turn out to be useful in the later section on 
sporadic geometries.) 
Recall that in the permutation module C,, a basis for the B-invariant 
chains BCJ is given by the sums over the various B-orbits on simplices, 
hence by double cosets in B\G/G,, which by our earlier remarks are 
naturally indexed by WJ = U KI J Q?“. So now we will let a collection 
BwG,,/G, of cosets in a double coset also denote the vector of C, given by 
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the sum of those cosets. It remains to establish, as suggested by 
Theorem 2.1, that the only linear combinations of double cosets giving 
cycles’ are those with maximal descent set: 
PROPOSITION 2.3. BZJ has as basis the sums BwG,/G, for w E 9’. 
Proof: First we will check, using orthogonality as in Lemma 1.4 that 
these sums are cycles. We must establish the vanishing of inner products of 
the form, 
(gG,/G,, BwGJIG,), 
where K< J and w E gJ. In view of the isometry condition, Lemma 1.11, we 
can transfer calculations from the truncation A E J to the level of chambers 
in C,. We streamline the notation by letting a coset of a larger parabolic 
also denote the vector which is the sum of the B-cosets it contains; the 
inner product above becomes in C,, 
W,, BWG,). 
Now the right-hand term contains all chambers whose shortest paths from 
B are represented by words in the Weyl-group coset w W,; similarly if we 
choose XE W representing a path to the unique chamber of gG, nearest to 
B (guaranteed by Theorem 2.1), then the chambers of gGK come via paths 
represented by the words in the coset xW,, with XE WK. Now the 
indicated inner product is 0 if no chambers lie in the intersection 
gG, n BwG,, so we assume that hB is some chamber in the intersection, 
corresponding to w’ E w W,. This means that w’ E w W,n xW,; and since 
W, c W, we have in fact that w W, c x WK. Now x E WK so it must lie in 
some $3’ for LsK; but WE-~ with K< J, so we must have x$ wWJ (in 
particular, x # w’). It follows that there is some simple generator sk E WK 
(that is, k E Z\K) such that /(w’s,) < l(w’). Then for & = I\{ k} the panel 
(hB) Gk = hGR lies in gG,. Now by Theorem 2.1, this panel contains a 
unique chamber in the nearer double coset BwskB, but the remaining 
1 Gk : BI - 1 chambers of the panel fail into Bw’B; and we know by (1.10) 
that this number of 0 in k. Now gG, n Bw’B will be partitioned by such 
panels, so that Bw’B will make no contribution to the inner product. And 
since BwG, is partitioned into such Bw’B, we conclude the inner product 
is zero. Consequently BwG, is indeed a cycle. 
Suppose next that combinations of these cycles from gJ do not exhaust 
BZ,; then we may assume by subtracting off the 9J-component there is a 
cycle z containing a double coset sum BwG,/G, with w E SK for Kc J, and 
I(w) chosen maximal over z. Now let gB be a chamber in this double coset. 
sThis basis is essentially equivalent to that in Norton [No], which is not stated in terms 
of cycles. 
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Then by definition of gK, gB is the unique chamber nearest to B in the 
simplex gG,, as in Theorem 2.1. In particular, gB is the only chamber of 
the intersection gG, n BwB, and hence by maximal choice of 1(w) we have 
(gG,, z) = 1; but this contradicts the cycle property of z in Lemma 1.4. u 
It is now easy to obtain non-degeneracy of Z,. For suppose we are given 
a cycle z in ‘Z,; we may choose from its constituents in Proposition 2.3 a 
double-coset BwG, with w~9’; we further choose f(w) minimal over the 
cycle z. We will exhibit a “tangent sphere” to BwG,. It is a standard fact 
about Weyl groups that w ~9’ is equivalent to a reduced expression 
w = M~‘w” where u”’ is the longest element of the Weyl group WJ (and J is 
maximal for this property). We choose a chamber gB in the double coset 
Bw’B, form the associated simplex gGj of type J, and consider its residue 
(in the terminology of Tits); this consists of the simplices with types in J 
which are incident to gGj. The residue is itself a building with Weyl group 
WJ, and the chambers of its simplices lie in the double cosets Bw’WjB. An 
apartment A in the residue is a triangulation of the sphere corresponding 
to this Weyl group, so the vector A*, obtained by altering signs on its com- 
ponent J-faces according to increasing length in Wj, gives a cycle in Z,. 
The apartment has a unique face at maximal distance, that is to say a 
unique coset meeting Bw’w”GJ = BwG,. In view of the minimal choice of 
I(w) in the cycle z, it follows that (A*, z) = 1. Thus z cannot lie in the radi- 
cal of Z,. By Lemma 1.8, this completes the proof of the decomposition 
c,= o.l,,z,. I 
Directions for Theoretical Development 
The main purpose of this section has been to highlight the elementary 
approach via non-degeneracy (Lemma 1.8) to the decomposition of the 
permutation module Indg( 1). We now indicate, more sketchily, a proof of 
the decomposition using weights (Proposition 1.13); with remarks on using 
the decomposition and its general geometric viewpoint to obtain some of 
the other important results in the modular representation theory for the 
Lie-type groups. But it should be noted that these further developments 
will more closely resemble standard treatments in the literature. 
An approach via the projection operators P, is based on the following 
elementary variant of a result of Curtis [Cu65, Proof of 1.4(a)], extended 
by Richen in [RI, 3.131; compare also Norton [No, 2.11 
PROPOSITION 2.4. The filtration of BC, defined naturally by length in W 
F, zf @ k(BwB) 
/(H.) a, 
satisfies Proposition 1.12 for the projection algebra 9. 
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Proqf: Let a maximal subset J be defined by Z\ {j}, so that GJ = 
B u Bs,B. We will compute a typical image P,(BwB), and see in fact that 
the natural basis of double-coset sums gives the required eigenbasis in the 
filtration. This requires counting multiplicities in the fundamental axiom 
for a BN-pair (see for example [Ti74, 3.2.11) which states in set-theoretic 
language that (BsiB)(BwB) c BwB u Bs,wB. We refine this (cf. [Iw]) to 
P,(BwB) = 
BwB + BsiwB if I(.r,w) > I(w) 
0 if I(siw) < l(w). (2.5) 
It is convenient o partition the double coset BwB into the cosets of form 
Bg (rather than gB) that it contains; in this temporarily reversed notation, 
we will be regarding Bg as a chamber, and the coset G,g as one of its 
panels. The distance of the chamber Bg from B will still be determined by 
the double coset BwB as I(w); and as in Theorem 2.1 each panel will lie 
n a unique chamber at minimal distance. First we consider the case 
I(s, w) > I(w). Here any chamber Bg in BwB is at distance l(w) from B, and 
its G,-orbit contains also the remaining chambers of the panel, lying in 
Bs,wB at distance I(w) + 1. Varying Bg over the partition of BwB into 
chambers, we cover each chamber in the union BwBu Bs,wB exactly once. 
In BC, we get the vector equation P,(BwB) = BwB + BsjwB; so BWBE F,,,., 
is a 1-eigenvector for P,, modulo F,CM,, + 1. We turn to the case I(siw) < I(w). 
Here a chamber Bg of BwB determines a panel with all but one of its 
chambers also lying in BwB, and just one in the nearer double coset Bs, wB. 
So as we vary Bg over the other chambers of this panel lying in BwB, the 
same G,-orbit sum will be repeated IG,: BI - 1 times. As these Bg partition 
BwB, and the given multiplicity is 0 in k by (l.lO), in BC, we get 
P,(BwB) = 0; that is, BwB is a 0-eigenvector for P,. 
We pause for another standard fact about Weyl groups: because I(w,) is 
maximal, any s,w,, must equal some M’,,s,; that is, conjugation by ~1” 
permutes the generators si. This determines a corresponding permutation 
of the set I of types, and of the parabolics G, above B. 
Now the form of the action (2.5) allows us to pinpoint the weight vectors 
in the truncations (cf. [Ri, 3.173 of Richen): 
COROLLARY 2.6. The double coset BwG, containing Bw,B defines the 
’ unique weight space in ZJ, the eigenvalue 0 occurs for just those operators 
Pi with i E w0 JwO. 
Proof Assume we are given a weight vector x in BZ,, determining a 
subset Xc W given by the representatives w of those double cosets BwB 
which occur in x with non-zero coefficient. We define K as the set of all 
k E I such that for some w E X, we have I(skw) > l(w). For such a k, we see 
from (2.5) that x must involve Bs,wB with the same coefficient as BwB. In 
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particular, x must afford eigenvalue 1 for Ph. But then for any other M” E X, 
we must also get sk w’ E X (this time it does not matter which is shorter). 
Thus X is closed under left multiplication by W, ; indeed X must be a 
collection of WE-cosets. However, we further deduce from repeated 
application of (2.5) that any w E X is connected by some “K-path” to w’~, 
and conclude that X is the single coset WRwO. So our weight vector .y must 
be a scalar multiple of 
Since x lies in C, it must consist of G,-orbits, so we get G,c GW,a~u.o. But 
in fact equality holds, since otherwise w0 Wu,,,R,,.,, would contain an element 
of gL for some L c J, contradicting the structure of ‘2, in Proposition 2.3. 
So the only possible weight space in Z, is given by the double coset Bw,G, 
(which in our convention would normally be given by a representative 
WEE’). And indeed we see it is a weight vector, with eigenvalue 1 for P, 
when i E WJW, as above, and 0 when i E w,Jw,, as stated. 1 
In view of Proposition 1.13 and the unique weight vector just produced, 
we can complete an alternative proof of non-degeneracy of Z, by exhibiting 
just one of the tangent spheres constructed in the previous subsection. 
As another consequence of this uniqueness, we also obtain the 
fundamental property that each component Z, of C, has simple socle, and 
is in particular indecomposable. (Of course, the head is also simple in view 
of self-duality of the permutation module C,.) 
The decomposition of Indg( 1) also leads to a decomposition of IndF( 1) 
(and so via socles to all kG-irreducibles). For since B/U= H is abelian and 
k is a splitting field, we can write 
using l-dimensional submodules corresponding to the set fi of k-characters 
,! of H (enlarge k if necessary to obtain a splitting field), with the resulting 
decomposition 
IndF(l)= @ Indg(i). 
j.E li 
But for each 1. the stabilizer W;. in W is a parabolic subgroup W, for some 
JE I. It follows that ;U may be regarded as a l-dimensional character also 
of the parabolic subgroup G, of G; with the obvious notation for tensor 
products, we have 
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We complete the process by computing each Indg,(1@2,). Closer 
analysis of combinations of double-coset sums, now with coefficients deter- 
mined by values of 2, still yields a proof of simple socle-again not differing 
fundamentally from that of Curtis as extended by Richen. The representa- 
tion of the weight operators as elements of the Hecke algebra can also be 
compared to the development of End,(IndE( 1)) in recent work of 
HowletttLehrer [HL89]. 
Some other Applications of Orthogonality 
The orthogonal viewpoint of Lemma 1.4 leads in a number of other 
directions not related to cycle decompositions. We indicate two other easy 
consequences, in which representations are taken over some field F which 
need not be the natural field k defining the Lie-type group G. 
First we consider the cycle subspace Z, as a linear code inside the per- 
mutation module C, over any field F. In the language of coding theory, the 
length is dim(C,) = IG: BI, and the dimension is dim(Z,) = q’CW’O), where q is 
the size of the defining field k. From the double-coset decomposition it 
follows that this dimension is the leading term in a polynomial in q which 
gives the length; so the code represents asymptotically a substantial frac- 
tion of the language space C,. Note also that Lemma 1.4 interpreted in the 
coding context says that the parity-check matrix determining membership 
in the code is given very naturally by generators of the proper permutation 
submodules C,. Perhaps the most interesting feature is the minimal weight: 
evidently this is just the smallest possible number of chambers in the “sup- 
port” of a cycle vector. Since the retraction map [Ti74, 3.31 onto an apart- 
ment is a morphism, it maps cycles to cycles; but the apartment as a sphere 
has no proper subcomplex which is a cycle. It follows that an apartment is 
a minimal cycle, so that the minimal weight of the code is /WI. 
A similar analysis of code weights via minimal cycles in other geometries 
is being carried out in joint work of the author with Satoshi Yoshiara. 
For the second application, we consider Z, as the Steinberg module St 
over a field F of “unnatural” characteristic r # p. From Sawada [Sal we 
know that St is contained in a single projective indecomposable summand 
of Indg( 1); and Tinberg [Tn86] has used Hecke-algebra techniques to give 
a formula for a vector generating its simple socle. Of course, the only 
readily-apparent irreducible in characteristic r is the trivial module; we 
simply remark that orthogonality gives an immediate criterion for the socle 
to be trivial: 
PROPOSITION 2.7. Soc(St) = 1 iff r divides IG,: ll for all i E I. 
For the trivial submodule C, of C, is orthogonal to the images Ci of all 
panel spaces in precisely this case, and being orthogonal to these images 
determines containment in St = Z, by Lemma 1.4. 
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I do not know if this observation is already familiar. It also follows easily 
from the approach of [Tn86], by checking that under this divisibility 
hypothesis, the character rj of the Hecke algebra 2 determining the Stein- 
berg component is identified with the character $,, determining the identity 
component. (In the untwisted case, A,, is mapped by $0 to q”“” and by $ 
to ( - 1 )I(“‘), where q = IG,: BI for all i.) At least for this special case, it 
seems simpler to consider elementary orthogonality than to verify that 
functions define characters of X. 
3. SPORADIC GEOMETRIES AND GROUPS: AN EXAMPLE 
Now we will demonstrate how the geometric viewpoint can be exploited 
to establish an analogous decomposition for a sporadic geometry. Many 
sporadic geometries are known to be Cohen-Macaulay, so of course I hope 
that their modular representation theory can be similarly studied via such 
a decomposition. 
The Sporadic C3 Geometry for A, 
One of the most fascinating examples discovered in recent years is the 
geometry with Dynkin diagram of type C,, acted on by the alternating’ 
group A,, discovered by Neumaier [Neu] and independently by 
Aschbacher. Because it is comparatively small (rank 3, with 315 chambers) 
and related at least locally quite closely to buildings, it seems a natural test 
case to investigate. 
As to history of the result: I know of no reference in the literature to this 
decomposition for A,, though it could in principle be well known. I 
originally obtained it using a wide variety of tools from modular represen- 
tation theory, and indeed the reader will probably note representation- 
theoretic shortcuts over the present argument. But I feel that the systematic 
approach via geometry represents at least a start towards a real explana- 
tion of the decomposition. 
We will need to give some details of the geometry and the group before 
we can investigate non-degeneracy of cycles. The residues of vertices in the 
geometry are rank-2 buildings over the field F,, so it is natural to take our 
prime p to be 2; and F, to be the field k for our modular representations 
(it is in fact a splitting field in characteristic 2 for our group G = A,). The 
geometry A is defined over a type set I = {p, L, rc} and belongs in the sense 
of Buekenhout [Bu] to the Dynkin diagram of type C, : 
‘1 admit the group is not sporadic; but the geometry is very unusual indeed, and has 
generated an extensive literature. 
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Type p stands for the seven points { 1,2, 3,4, 5, 6, 7) on which A, acts. Type 
L stands for lines, given by all 35 = (i) triples of points, which we will write 
simply in the form 123. Type rr stands for an A,-orbit” of 15 projective 
planes PG,(2), each consisting of the 7 points and 7 of the lines. Since a 
plane is determined by any pair of its lines, it will be convenient to denote 
a plane in the form [123, 1451. Incidence in the geometry is given by the 
obvious containments; every point is incident to every plane. 
For the standard chamber I= pLz we select p = 1, L = 123, 
rc = [ 123, 1451. The stabilizer of this chamber is our analogue of the Bore1 
subgroup in a building; it is given by the permutations 
B Ei GpLn = ((45)(67), (46)(57), (23N45)). 
Note here the analogue H of the Cartan subgroup is trivial; we have B = U 
is itself a Sylow 2-group (self-normalizing) in G. We can generate the mini- 
mal parabolics stabilizing the edges of the chamber pL7c by adjoining in 
each case a suitable element of order 3: 
G,>n= (B, (123)(456)) 
G,, = (4 G’46)(357)) 
G,, = (4 (567)). 
Taken in pairs, these generate the maximal parabolics stabilizing the 
vertices; we mention only that G, N A, 1. Q,(2)‘, G, 2: (A4 x A3) 2, and 
G, N GL,(2). 
The geometry and the group satisfy Hypotheses 1.2, 1.3, 1.7, and 1.9 for 
p= 2. In order to compute with the projection operators P,, it is con- 
venient to use 1 + g + g2 where g is the corresponding element of order 3 
used in generating the edge stabilizers above. 
We also review the well known fact that the geometry is Cohen- 
Macaulay, by checking the vanishing of all but top homology in residues: 
This is vacuous for residues of rank 1; and for rank 2 simply requires con- 
nectedness-which holds since the residues of the vertices are in fact 
buildings. For A itself, connectedness gives vanishing of reduced Ho; and 
the geometry is simply connected, as demonstrated by various authors (e.g., 
Ronan), so that H, = 0. Concerning techniques: Since A is not a building, 
we cannot expect the distance function on chambers to be as well behaved; 
and indeed there is only a limited and not generally useful analogue of 
Theorem 2.1. However, we will find the projection operators P, extremely 
lo Actually there are two such orbits under A ,; we choose one of the orbits, and the rest 
of the orbit is determined by the requirement that pairs of planes intersect in exactly one line. 
For example, it is determined when we specify that the plane [ 123, 1451 has 357 rather than 
356 as one of its lines. 
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useful. It should perhaps be mentioned, in terms of the Hecke-algebra point 
of view, that Indg( 1) has two summands isomorphic to the projective cover 
P(20) of the 20-dimensional irreducible, a duplication not occurring in the 
Lie-tye case. 
Cycles in Proper Truncations 
We now begin the proof of non-degeneracy of cycle spaces. First we 
consider the smaller cases given by the proper truncations for Jcl. It 
turns out that only one of these requires any new work. 
For J of size 1, non-degeneracy simply amounts to the condition that 
IG: G,J be coprime to p = 2; and for J= p, L, 7c these indices are 7, 35, 15. 
For J = px, we just have the complete bipartite graph K,. ,5 ; this is trivially 
a building of Lie type A, x A,, and so non-degeneracy of Z, is a special 
case of the preceding section. For J= Lz, it is easily seen that the 35 lines 
and 15 planes give the corresponding truncation of the projective space 
PG,(2), the building for the group GL,(2) 2: A, which contains A,. So this 
case is also covered by the preceding section. Note in both these cases we 
have argued on the geometry rather than the group; in effect we are quot- 
ing the proof in Section 2 to establish Corollary 1.6 for A,. In fact the 
group B for A, is smaller than the full Bore1 subgroup for GL,(2), so a 
direct imitation of Lemma 1.8 would actually involve considering a larger 
dimension of fixed cycles. It would work, but the above shortcut also seems 
within the spirit of the methods. 
So the remainder of this subsection is devoted to the case J= pL, the 
geometry of the 7 points and the 35 triples they define. It is straightforward 
to compute directly the space ‘Z, and exhibit tangent spheres as in the 
previous section. However, because of the lack of any organizing notion 
like descent set, this process seems comparatively tedious and unlikely to 
be as feasible for larger examples; consequently we will only summarize this 
approach very briefly: Computation of the reduced Euler characteristic 
(1 - 7 - 35 + 105) shows that Z, has dimension 64. In fact the geometric 
analysis of this truncation in [RySmYo], checking contractibility of sub- 
complexes fixed by elements of order 2 as suggested by work of P. Webb, 
shows that Z, is even a projective kG-module.]’ It is a matter of simple 
combinatorics to the determine the 19 double cosets of B\G/G,, giving a 
basis of ‘C,. A particular consequence of (1.10) is that a cycle must involve 
just two points on each of its lines; this is sufficiently strong to determine 
quickly the g-dimensional subspace BZ, : it is given by six double cosets 
which are themselves cycles, and all pairs from a collection of three double 
cosets which have one point each from lines in one particular orbit. If we 
‘I In fact, it is just the restriction to A, of the Steinberg module of GL,(2) = A,, which for 
A, is the projective cover P( 14) of the 14-dimensional irreducible. 
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order the double cosets by a suitable refinement of the ordering given by 
point-line distance, it is easy to exhibit for each basis cycle a tangent sphere 
meeting no higher cycle; mostly these can be taken as apartments in 
residues of particular simplices of type 1, that is, planes. This outlines a 
proof of non-degeneracy via Lemma 1.8 much as in the previous section. 
For our detailed proof, we choose instead to exploit the projection 
operators in Y’, and use Proposition 1.13. The initial idea is to try to deter- 
mine ‘Z,, starting with cycles which are easy to find, forming their 
B-orbits, and examining the space these generate under action of 9. Ideally 
cycles which occur commonly are likely to generate the whole fixed space; 
and of course what follows makes use of some hindsight in starting with a 
choice that will work. 
Certainly we get cycles from apartments in the residues of planes. We 
select the plane [123, 1461, and in it choose the hexagon determined by the 
points 1, 2,4 and the lines 123, 146,245. The sum over the B-orbit of this 
apartment is an element of ‘Z, given by the two double cosets with repre- 
sentatives 4 E 245 and 1 E 146. (In the calculations that follow, we won’t 
generally describe cosets so explicitly, since it is straightforward to recover 
such details from the summary to be given.) We let a denote this vector; 
under action of 9, it generates an g-dimensional subspace of ‘2,. By direct 
calculation, or by quoting the geometric calculation of dimension and 
projectivity of Z,, we conclude this is all of ‘Z,. 
In fact the action of g is particularly simple, and we can define almost 
all of a basis for BZ, by the sequence 
however, there is also a zero-weight vector h which is perhaps most easily 
described as the sum of P&c) and cdefg. (Note because we are working 
over F, we omit the + sign in sums and just concatenate summands.) 
With this notation, we can now indicate the full action of 9 defining a 
tiltration:‘2 
a b c defgh 
P pa b b d degg0 
pp. f c c 0 .f f 0 0 
P,, 0 0 cdefgh e e 0 0 0 
The columns are arranged so that each basis element is visibly an eigenvec- 
tor, modulo the space defined by the subsequent columns, for eigenvalue 0 
or 1. Because of the failure of Theorem 2.1, we cannot expect the filtration 
I2 Alternatively, of course, we could locate the weight vectors by solving the relevant eigen- 
vector equations, and solving recursively, reconstruct the filtration “from the bottom up.” 
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to be as neat as that in Proposition 2.4; the miracle is that we get a liltra- 
tion at all! 
In view of Proposition 1.13, it now suffices to consider only the weight 
vectors g and h. We observe that g meets the quadrangle z on points 1,2 
and lines 123, 124 in the single edge 2 E 124; this gives (z, g) = 1, so that g 
cannot be in the radical. And similarly h meets the hexagon given earlier 
in the single edge 4 E 245. This establishes non-degeneracy of Z, for the 
case J= pL. 
Cycles in the Full C, Geometry 
We turn to consideration of the full geometry A. Just as in the previous 
section, we mention a few computations which are not actually required for 
the proof. Calculation of Euler characteristic shows that Z, has dimension 
56; since B has order 8, evidently ‘Z, has dimension at least 7. In fact 
equality holds, since again [RySmYo] verifies that Z, is projective. It is 
straightforward, but tedious, to compute the 49 B-orbits defining ‘C, 
directly by means of the panel relations in Lemma 1.4. 
For the official proof, we again exploit the action of the projection 
operators 9; but this time, there are no natural cycles provided in advance 
by apartments in proper residues. Nonetheless there is a natural starting 
point, provided by cycles of minimal size which arise in several ways: On 
one hand, a straightforward analysis in the above mentioned work in 
progress of Smith and Yoshiara shows that the minimal cycle size is 36, 
and determines a unique conjugacy class of such minimal cycles. On the 
other hand, these cycles are also statistically prevalent, in that they were 
originally discovered without any cleverness by their frequent occurrence in 
a computer row-reduction of the matrix of panel-chamber elations. 
Such a cycle z on our fixed chamber B is obtained by selecting the points 
1,2,4; on each, take the 12-gon in the residue of that point determined by 
the line-hexagons: 
1: 123, 146, 125, 147, 126, 145 
2 : 123,247, 125,234, 126,245 
4: 145, 234, 147,245, 146,247 
and the planes defined by adjacent line pairs. The whole configuration in 
fact has the structure of a Klein bottle; it is a quotient of the tessellation 
of the plane by hexagons, as can be seen by drawing the three hexagons 
above on the common vertex given by the plane [ 123, 145]= [ 123,247], 
and observing that the boundary is divided into four segments, with two 
opposite segments being identified in the same direction, and the other two 
identified in the rerverse direction. 
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We let x denote the sum of the B-conjugates of this cycle z, an element 
of BZ,. It is in fact a sum of nine double cosets in B\G/B, which as in the 
previous subsection we will not list in detail. This time x generates under 
action of 9 only six of the seven dimensions of the space ‘Z,. It is con- 
venient to let a be defined by P,.,(x), and make further definitions starting 
from a: 
As before, we define a zero-weight vector by f = xade. 
It is not hard to locate the extra dimension needed for BZ,. In fact if we 
consider the B-orbits on chambers, and apply the cycle relations in 
Lemma 1.4, the unique smallest class of B-invariant cycles quickly emerges; 
these consist of six regular B-orbits, and have the geometric structure of an 
octahedron with opposite vertices identified. Such a cycle y is given by 
selecting the points 1, 2, 3 as vertices; then the four triangles on the “upper” 
copy of 1 are determined by successive pairs in 125, 137, 124, 136, and 
those on the “lower” copy of 1 by 127, 134, 126, 135. Then y with the pre- 
vious vectors defines a basis for BZ,; but it is convenient to take instead 
as our final basis vector another zero-weight vector, given by g= ybc. 
Now notation has been defined so that action of 9 will give the 
necessary filtration: 
P PL occoooo 
P P hhddOO0 
P Ln uOOeeO0 
So by Proposition 1.13 we need only consider the weight elements. If we let 
z denote the original cycle of size 36 above, we find five chambers in 
common with e, so that (z, e) # 0. Similarly z has 13 chambers in common 
with f, so (z, f) # 0. Unfortunately we find (z, g) = 12 = 0; but at least we 
still get (z, fg) # 0, so we are reduced to considering g. This turns out to 
be no real problem, as we simply adjust z slightly to a “nearby” cycle ,? of 
the same type, determined by the hexagons, 
1: 123, 146, 127, 134, 126, 145 
2 : 123,247, 126,234, 127,245 
4: 145,234, 146,245, 134,247 
and check that z’ has 11 chambers in common with g, giving (z’, g) # 0. 
This completes the proof of non-degeneracy of Z,, and hence of the decom- 
position of C,. 
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After laboring to establish the existence of the decomposition, it seems 
appropriate to mention what the components actually look like. Here is 
a description of each via a particular comoposition series, in which 
irreducibles are identified by their dimensions: 
J structure of2, 
0 1 
P 6 
L [6/(40~)/610 14 
7T 41613 
PL P(14)= 14/[14@(1/20/1)]/14 
PK (W/4)0 [(20/l 0 14)/(140 t/20)1 
L7t P(20) = 20/1/14/l/20 
pLn P(20) = 20/1/14/l/20 
With this information, we can examine some deviations from standard 
properties of the modular Hecke algebra in the Lie-type literature. Observe 
that the final two components in the above decomposition are isomorphic. 
It follows that the full commuting algebra 2 over k of the permutation 
module C, involves a 2 x 2 matrix algebra over k. In the Lie-type case, in 
contrast, it is well known that all components have multiplicity 1, and so 
2 is commutative. (This follows from Frobenius reciprocity and the 
uniqueness of the weight space in any irreducible.) 
In particular, the natural right action of 2 must mix the two isomorphic 
components. However, the left action of 2 (including that of 9) is defined 
from the kc-module action, and so preserves the kc-module decomposi- 
tion of C,. One can mimic the calculations of this section for the remaining 
six truncations A EJ (they are even easier) to verify that B acts solvably on 
each of the eight components of BC,. Since the matrix algebra in 2 would 
have to act in its natural 2-dimensional representation, we see that 9’ must 
be a proper subalgebra of YP (this can also be checked directly). 
Finally we note that the decomposition indicates indirectly that 2 is not 
quasi-Frobenius (that is, not injective as a module over itself): for we see 
that some pairs of non-isomorphic components above have the same socle, 
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